
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
marketing strategist. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for marketing strategist

Work cross-functionally with Tenable channel managers and SE’s regional
marketing managers to collaborate and share GTM plans on a consistent
basis
Regularly communicate with partner accounts to ensure all contract elements
and needs are fulfilled
Identify trends, insights, and innovations in the industry and stay abreast of
our competitors and our clients' evolving digital strategies
Collaborate with internal teams, agencies, or other vendor partners to create
and optimize digital campaigns
Measure and report on performance of all digital marketing campaigns
Develop and maximize the quality of content produced by a creative network
of writers, designers and video creators
Enable digital marketing campaigns with content for ongoing initiatives that
include existing customers and prospects other targeted marketing
campaigns
Review data results across all executions for digital marketing and provide
optimization strategies based on Recruitment Marketing strategy
Act as a liaison between business segments and the marketing department,
working collaboratively with business leaders to identify business
opportunities
Provides guidance to and collaborates with community hospital leadership,
service line directors and other system leaders to ensure alignment of system
and business goals and priorities in the development and implementation of
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Qualifications for marketing strategist

Understand the basic components of search algorithms and SEO best
practices
Ability to identify problems and make recommendation on how to resolve
Under guidance of senior media planner / supervisor
Collaborate with advertising sales, insights & research and B2B marketing
teams to understand client business needs to include client meetings to
identify advertiser’s
Demonstrated experience in Marketing Automation tool(s)
A minimum of 5 years working in tech marketing


